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Hello
We are Berwyn Slate. A family business who operate a small
but very productive slate quarry, on the picturesque
Horseshoe Pass near Llangollen in North Wales.

Our slate is a high quality slate suitable for many applications.
We manufacture a range of high quality interior  and exterior
products in our workshops at the quarry, as well as supplying
landscaping and architectural Welsh slate. We also supply
carefully sourced Welsh slate from selected slate quarries
around North Wales.

Please browse our latest brochure, we have included most of the
products we produce. If you are looking for something different
please ask, we can usually help or point you in the right direction..



As well as supply only, we offer a professional measuring and fit
service throughout the UK. We use laser technology to measure
and cnc to precisely cut and finish your worktops. Using this method
means we can cut to any shape but also scribe to any shape walls…

Slate Worktops



Our slate is blue black in colour
and is specially selected for
worktops.

Each piece of slate will have
beautiful natural colour variations
and unique markings, sometimes
fossils are evident in the surface.

Unbelievably smooth matt to touch,
tactile and ageless, making our slate
a fantastic surface for the kitchen.

Hot pans straight from the oven are
not a problem. It not only looks
beautiful but is very durable and
will last a lifetime.

Smooth joints Perfect drainer grooves



Bathrooms

                       Berwyn slate is perfect in the
             bathroom.  It’s sophisticated smooth
     blue black colour and texture will remain
ageless for years to come.

Vanity tops
Bath surrounds
Floor tiles

Wall tiles
Shower trays
Shelves



Fire Hearths

Slate from Berwyn Quarry
has been used for fire hearths
for generations.  It’s the perfect
material for your fireplace,
supplied in either fine rubbed or
riven finish it will suit any application.

We have a unique price calculator on our website. You can enter the
dimensions of the slab you require and buy online there and then!



Floor Tiles & Paving

Our slate lends itself perfectly for floor tiles or paving. Available
in a range of standard sizes, or cut to your specification.
Please check our website for our latest prices.

Finishes

Fine Rubbed (honed)

Riven (naturally split)
           when available
           paving only

Flame textured
(coming soon)



Sills & Steps

Here at Berwyn Slate we can cut
your sills exactly to your specification,
from standard sills to intricate profiles
with sloping tops rebates and weather
grooves.

We can supply our slate in a range
of finishes and thickness to suit your
needs.



Walling

The walling slate we supply comes
with a naturally pillared (split) front
and back face, split top and bottom
with sawn ends.

Standard sizes or cut to your spec.

Colour:
Blue Grey

Size:
random length
random height
x 100mm (+-10mm) width



Autumn slate chippings

We now supply our own
unique decorative slate
chippings.

They are a beautiful rustic
autumn colour, containing
greys, brown and golden
mix.  They are mechanically
screened and not crushed,
so they still keep their
natural shapes

Supplied unwashed

20mm (10mm to 30mm) 50mm (30mm to 60mm)

Supplied in jumbo bags or loose
Jumbo bags are approx 900kg
Loose tipped in 20t or 29t loads

We supply direct to the end user
or to the trade in bulk

Please contact us
or check our website for prices



Hard Landscaping

Rustic Rockery / Walling

Our beautiful rustic slate contains natural rusty browns, greys and golden
colours. The rockery / walling is supplied either hand picked in jumbo bags
or loose in 20 tonne tipper trucks.
(will contain a certain amount of smalls when supplied loose)

Offcut paving Wall copingsFeature stones



Fine Rubbed (honed)

Finishes

Colours and finishes are representative only (unsealed)

Flame textured (coming soon)…..

Riven (naturally split)

Naturally textured

Smooth matt



Quality is remembered long after price is forgotten!
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What will you use Berwyn Slate for?





Berwyn Slate Quarry Ltd
Sales: Crofty Ind Est, Crofty, Gower, Near Swansea, SA4 3RS

Quarry: The Horseshoe Pass, Llangollen, LL20 8DP

www.berwynslate.com

Tel: 01792 851700

sales@berwynslate.com

Made in Wales


